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I cannot believe just how quick this year is flying by!

PRODUCTS

As you read this issue of ECON, we’ve left Easter in our
wake and you – if anything like me - are probably still
regretting the decision to eat the last two (or eight!)
chocolate eggs!

We know you love them!

Time is a thing we can’t control but what we can do is
ensure that we adapt and innovate so that yesterday’s
technologies are improved upon and new advancements
are reached.
Auslec/L&H is a business that has been around for over
130 years and testament to our longevity is that ability
to adapt and innovate – it is something I am extremely
proud of and is a critical part of being able to offer our
customers world class service and products.
At the beginning of March, Auslec/L&H held a two day
conference with the branch management team and
suppliers that was designed to ensure that we continue
to grow and provide you the customer with quality
products and exceptional service that is without peer in
the electrical industry. This was without doubt the best
conference I have attended and I’m incredibly excited
about some of the opportunities we will roll out for
customers throughout the rest of 2018.
In this issue of ECON, we’ve rounded up a heap of
new products including some exciting energy saving
products. We see the need to promote and take social
responsibility as a core value in our business so we’d
like to share some of these product opportunities with
you. The primary focus of staying abreast of energy
and sustainability is to help reduce our environmental
footprint, enhancing energy efficiency and cutting
back our energy use. Your assistance in spreading
this message via product selection and installation is
crucial in helping to raise awareness and reduce our
environmental impact on the planet.
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I hope you enjoy the read and we look forward to seeing
you in a branch soon!
Best regards,

Ross
Ross Swepson, CEO
Auslec/L&H
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AUSLEC WEBSITE SETTING NEW STANDARDS!
After launching some six months ago, the new Auslec
website continues to grow in user traffic and for many
customers, is now a critical tool in their everyday work
life.
John Blore, Digital Communications Manager for
Auslec/L&H says further refinements in the site’s
capabilities has meant customers are enjoying features
and benefits that really make a difference. “Our
website is not just a site that talks about our business.
It is a destination designed to make our customer’s
lives easier by providing them with the tools they need
to be more efficient 24/7”.
For example, the new Auslec website provides users
access to a range of resources from Product Safety
Recalls to NECA Support information. “One of the most
unique resources we have is our Ladder Safety Check
which allows customers to determine the effectiveness
of their current ladder for specific jobs by undertaking
a quick questionnaire”, says John. “Within a minute or
so, you’ll know if your ladder choice is a compliant one
or if you need to make a different working at height
choice for the specific task”.

Other handy resources include the Fluke Digital
Multimeter selection guide, the MatchPlan Pro
Estimation tool and the Matchmaster Antenna selection
guide – all designed to ensure users can determine the
correct product for the job at hand.

leading eBranch portal”, says John. “Just a couple of
clicks and you’ve selected a product, downloaded a
spec sheet and made the purchase. It just doesn’t get
any easier!”

Signing up for an Auslec Trade account is now also
a breeze.

Integral to the new Auslec website are the things that
every customers needs and uses daily – PRODUCTS!
Simple Product Category links to eBranch take users
to literally tens of thousands of products ranging
from the humble GPO through to industrial products
used in Mining, Oil & Gas applications. “We’ve made
it easy for customers to search the products they
need and then purchase online through our industry

Just click the ‘Apply for Credit’ tab at the top of the
page and complete a simple sign up form that you
can do from the comfort of your home or on-site with
your mobile. All credit applications submitted are
immediately actioned by a local member of staff from
your chosen Auslec branch who’ll contact you within
24 hours to finalise the simple application process
- how easy is that?!
Why not check out all the time saving features of the
new Auslec website yourself? Visit www.auslec.com.
au today!

RAISING THE BAR
Auslec/L&H would sincerely like to thank the key
supplier partners for their tremendous support of the
2018 Branch Managers Conference.

Here at Auslec/L&H, we pride ourselves on being
industry pacesetters and innovators. But keeping
ahead of the game requires an ongoing commitment
from not just Auslec/L&H staff, but from many
stakeholders.
Our commitment to customers is to provide the best
products and services possible and this can only be
done by developing ‘hand in glove’ partnerships with
our key suppliers.
Auslec/L&H recently held the 2018 Branch Managers
Conference where key suppliers were on hand playing
a major role by conducting rotation workshops. These
workshops allowed suppliers and Branch Managers
to discuss the latest in new product & technology
innovations and provided exchanges of information
that ultimately help customers stay at the forefront
of their industry.

Clipsal & Schneider present the latest NERO and Iconic ranges

Day two of the conference was highlighted by a
leading electrical industry panel led by Auslec/L&H
CEO Ross Swepson where the future of the industry,
market trends and online opportunities were
discussed and debated.
During the two day event, attendees were also
introduced to a leading Auslec/L&H figure in Sonepar
Pacific’s new president, Taco van Vroonhoven.

TrustOlex.

Taco shared the vision of the two-day conference –
that being Passion, Performance and People - stating
that focusing on this philosophy will ensure that
customers are the ongoing beneficiaries of a business
that continually strives to improve.

Panellist left to right: David Gardner - Managing Director Philips,
David Thomas – State Manager QLD Auslec/L&H, Greg Stack –
General Manager Nexans Olex, Rod Edwards – General Manager
Gerard Lighting, Rick Tapp – Commercial Manager of Retail Clipsal
and Ross Swepson – CEO Auslec/L&H.

Sonepar Pacific president Taco van Vroonhoven addresses the
audience at the 2018 Branch Managers Conference.
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CABLE
CONNECT

OUR PEOPLE KNOW...

YOUR NEED FOR QUALITY & CERTIFIED CABLE
KNOWLEDGE

We’ve been selling cable for over 130 years ensuring you expert
advice when selecting the right cable for your project. We only
stock reputable brands that supply certified products to Australian
Standards.

AVAILABILITY
We stock the widest range of cable including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible H07 Rubber
Flexible Single Core SDI
Fire rated cables
Flexible Earth Wire
Flexible Multi-Core Control
Battery Cable
Instrumentation Cable
Telephone cable indoor and jelly filled underground
XLPE

FLEXIBILITY
We are able to cut and deliver to your site
whenever you need it.
CALL ONE OF OUR CABLE CONNECT EXPERTS TODAY:
VICTORIA/TASMANIA
T 1300 011 140
E cable.vic@lh.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
T 1300 287 532
E cable.wa@auslec.com.au

OTHER STATE LOCATIONS COMING SOON!

CABLE CONNECT

FAST MOVERS
POWER AND BATTERY
STARTER CABLE
(TWO CORE TWIN SHEATHED)
DESCRIPTION
Class 5 and 6 stranding of plain copper
conductor to AS1125. Figure 8 parallel
webbed cores of Modified Nitrile (NBR)
insulation. UV stabilized, made to AS/ NZS
3808:2000 Standards. V90 clear outer sheath.

APPLICATION
Suitable for general indoor and outdoor
automotive wiring & phone equipment.

RATED VOLTAGE
600/1000V AC
900/1500V DC

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Fixed: -35oC to +90oC

RUBBER SDI CABLE/
WELDING FLEX
DESCRIPTION
Highly flexible single conductor, SDI, halogen
free, power cable. This cable is splash resistant
to oil, chemical resistant, heat and weather
resistant, excellent abrasion resistance, ozone
and UV resistance and flame & heat retardant.

APPLICATION
This extra flexible and durable, low smoke,
zero halogen cable can be used in power,
welding, automotive. along with systems such
as transformers, switchboards, busbars and
battery charges.

RATED VOLTAGE
600/1000V AC

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Fixed: -20oC to +110oC

NOW AVAILABLE
IN 25mm-120mm CONDUCTORS!

NOW AVAILABLE
IN 25mm-70mm CONDUCTORS!
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CABLE CONNECT

FAST MOVERS
RUBBER H07RN-F CABLE
DESCRIPTION
Class 5 tinned copper conductors. Colour or
number coded ethylene-propylene rubber
insulating material. Flame-retardant, UV,
ozone and oil-resistant black rubber sheath.

APPLICATION
Numerous industries and applications
possible with features that include •
•
•
•
•

Submersible to 500 metres
UV-resistant
Flame-retardant
Oil-resistant
Tinned conductors

RATED VOLTAGE
600/1000V AC

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Fixed: -40oC to +90oC

NOW AVAILABLE IN 1.5mm-16mm
CONDUCTORS MULTI-CORE!

FLEXIBLE NUMBER
CODED CONTROL CABLE
DESCRIPTION
Cable Structure
• Bare copper conductor, to DIN VDE 0295
cl.5, fine wire, BS 6360 cl.5, IEC 60228 cl.5
• Core insulation of special PVC compound
type Z 7225
• Core identification to DIN VDE 0293 black
cores with continuous white numbering
(also available in other colours on request)
• GN-YE conductor, 3 cores and above in the
outer layer
• Cores stranded in layers with optimal lay
length
• Outer sheath of special PVC compound
typre TM2 to DIN VDE 0207 -363-4-1 / DIN
EN 50363 -4-1
• Sheath colour: grey (RAL 7001)
• With meter marking
Properties
• Extensively oil resistant, oil-/chemical
resistance see “Technical Informations”
• Conditional drag chain compatitle
• Conditional suitability for torsion
• The materials used during manufacturing
are cadmium-free, conttain no silicone and
are free from substances harmful to the
wetting properties of lacquers

APPLICATION
These cables are appropriate for flexible use
with medium mechanical stresses and free
movement without tensile stress or forced
movements in dry, moist and wet rooms but
not open air. Suitable to be used as measuring
and control cables in tool machines, conveyor
belts, assembly lines, plant engineering,
AC technology, steel production and other
manufacturing environments. Selected PVC
compounds guarantee good flexibility as well
as an economic and fast installation.

RATED VOLTAGE
U0/U 300/500 V

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Flexing -15°C to +80°C
Fixed installation -40°C to +80°C

NOW AVAILABLE IN 0.5mm-1.5mm
CONDUCTORS MULTI-CORE UP TO 25&e!
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CABLE CONNECT

OUR BRANDS
Here at Auslec/L&H, we partner with the world’s best manufacturers and
distributors of quality cabling products for virtually any application or
solution. Visit your local Auslec/L&H branch to find out more.

E L E C T R A

C A B L E S
(Aust.) Pty. L imited
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IT’S ALL UNDER CONTROL
When Gerard Lighting were given the opportunity
to fit out a display home in Denman Prospect near
Canberra, only the latest technology would do – a
Lighting Control System that utilises Bluetooth mesh
and Wifi technology that is simple to use, install and
commission.
Gerard Lighting chose the Diginet Sitara Lighting
Control System in order to fill the project brief, which
was to provide a simpler, smarter lighting control
system that allows the home owner to personalise
the way they connect and control the lighting in their
home; and is also affordable, scalable and upgradable.
Sophisticated lighting control is the kind of luxury
feature that adds value to any new home, from
creating a warm and welcoming atmosphere as you
step in the door, to setting just the right mood to
relax and unwind. With Diginet Sitara it’s possible to
control the lighting in your home from your Bluetooth
enabled smartphone or tablet from anywhere in the
world.
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The project consisted of the following products:
• 47 Diginet Sitara Bluetooth Dimmer units –
STDM/BT
• 1 Diginet Sitara Remote Access Gateway –
STRG/BT
• 30 LEDsmart+ Push Button Wall Switches –
MMSW/PB
• 38 LEDsmart+ Push Button Dimmers – MMDM/PB
“Having full control means the home owner has
the ability to be able to create groups, scenes and
or schedules and be able to customise these,” said
Gerard Lighting business development manager
David Holmes.
Diginet Sitara uses Australian designed MultiMate
technology that enables the lighting control system to
use standard 240V wiring and installation practices.
No specialist installation, special wiring or expensive
control systems are required.

“There was no need for additional switchboards in
the cupboard or garage and no need for running all
cables back to a centralised point,” said David.
Building Contractor Better Building was pleased with
the results and is offering the Diginet Sitara Lighting
Control system as an affordable upgrade to their
clients.
Paul Archer who managed the electrical installation
said, “I was amazed at how simple the install was
with the Diginet Sitara controllers fitting easily
through a standard downlight cut-out. No need for
any wiring back to a central dimmer location.”
Utilising Bluetooth mesh technology, Diginet Sitara
lighting controls allows the user to control lighting
from anywhere in the home. Even with the display
home being laid out over three levels, the Avi-on app
performed flawlessly.

MEASURE VOLTAGE

WITHOUT TEST LEADS

Now measure voltage the same way you measure
current, without test lead contact to live voltage.
BE SAFER Measure voltage to 1000 V AC through
the open fork, without test leads.
BE FASTER No need to open covers or remove
wire nuts.
BE MORE EFFICIENT Simultaneously measure
voltage and current.
BE EVERYWHERE 17.8 mm open fork is
widest in the industry; measure up to 200 A
on 120 mm2 wires.

NEW
FLUKE T6-1000

ELECTRICAL TESTER
www.fluke.com/auen/t6

For more information contact your local Auslec/L&H branch

SAFETY
APPLIANCE TEST TAGS
VALTTSLMIX

• Self-adhesive mounting
• Unique clamping clip saves application time

UNDERGROUND CAUTION TAPE

• Meets all specifications and standards for
Australian Test Tags

VALUMT100 150MMX100M $23.30 EX GST $25.63 INC GST
VALUMT500 150MMX500M $73.95 EX GST $81.35 INC GST

34.11

$

• Manufactured in accordance with AS/NZS2648.1
1995 and AS/NZS 4275 Part 0 1995

ex gst

37.52

$

INC gst

• Marking - “DANGER - ELECTRICAL CABLE BELOW”

FROM

23.30

$

25.63

$

INC gst

ex gst

APPLIANCE TEST TAGS - FLAGGED
VALTTY

• Self-adhesive mounting
• Test tag colour for September through to
November
• Yellow in colour
• QTY. 100

$

52.14

57.35

$

INC gst

ex gst

FROM

$

32.09
ex gst

35.30

$

INC gst

FROM

$

99.62
ex gst

COVER UNDERGROUND PVC
TRFUCC15025 150MMX25M $99.62 EX GST $109.58 INC GST
TRFUCC20025 200MMX25M $192.58 EX GST $211.84 INC GST
TRFUCC30015 300MMX15M $128.65 EX GST $141.52 INC GST

• Rigid orange printed covers
• Available in various widths of 150MM to 300MM
• Warning message printed on one side

109.58

$

INC gst

CABLE PROTECTION COVER
TRFGPC100 POLE MOUNT 100WX100DX900L $80.83 EX GST $88.91 INC GST
TRFGPC50 POLE MOUNT 50WX50DX900L $53.96 EX GST $59.36 INC GST
TRFGPC75 POLE MOUNT 75WX75DX900L $00.00 EX GST $65.72 EX GST $72.29 INC GST
TRFGPCS20 SURFACE MOUNT 1200L FOR 20MM CONDUIT $30.95 EX GST $34.05 INC GST
TRFGPCS25 SURFACE MOUNT 1200L FOR 25MM CONDUIT $32.09 EX GST $35.30 INC GST
TRFGPCS32 SURFACE MOUNT 1200L FOR 32MM CONDUIT $38.72 EX GST $42.59 INC GST
TRFGPCS40 SURFACE MOUNT 1200L FOR 40MM CONDUIT $49.36 EX GST $54.30 INC GST
TRFGPCS63 SURFACE MOUNT 1200L FOR 63MM CONDUIT $75.01 EX GST $82.51 INC GST

• Splayed sides for round poles suit cables 50 to 100mm diameter
• Offset edges suits angled or pole/round surface mounting
• Styled to suit flat surface or poles
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LIGHTING
LED BUNKER LIGHT

ALL IN ONE LED DOWNLIGHT KIT

ALXLEDBL-OVGY OVAL/GREY $43.00 EX GST $47.30 INC GST
ALXLEDBL-RHGY ROUND/GREY $47.00 EX GST $51.70 INC GST

ALXLEDMONO90346

• 10W LED

• Available in 7W or 14W

• Switchable colour temperature

• Available in Round, Oval or Square

• White and Silver clip on trims included

• Available with or without half shade

• Dimmable, IP44, IC-4 Insulation Rating

• IP66 Weatherproof

• 36,000 Hour LED Life

• IK10 Impact Rated

• 3 Year Parts & Labour Warranty

FROM

$

43

.00

12.00

$

47.30

$

ex gst

INC gst

ex gst

13.20

$

INC gst

LED HIGHBAY
ALXLEDHB100ACDISC $227.00 EX GST $249.70 INC GST
ALXLEDHB150ACDISC $299.00 EX GST $328.90 INC GST
ALXLEDHB200ACDISC $399.00 EX GST $438.90 INC GST

FROM

120.00

$

• Available in 100W, 150W or 200W
• IP65 Weatherproof
• 4000K Cool White

FROM

$

227

.00
ex gst

249

$

INC gst

LED FLOODLIGHT

• New & Improved Design

.70

132.00

$

ex gst

• 54,000 Hour LED Life

INC gst

ALXLEDFL50ACSL $120.00 EX GST $132.00 INC GST
ALXLEDFL80ACSL $189.00 EX GST $207.90 INC GST
ALXLEDFL100ACSL $239.00 EX GST $262.90 INC GST
ALXLEDFL150ACSL $309.00 EX GST $339.90 INC GST
ALXLEDFL200ACSL $369.00 EX GST $405.90 INC GST

• Available in 10W, 20W or 30W
• 4000K Cool White LED
• IP65 Weather Resistant

LED SLIMLINE DIFFUSED BATTEN

• Toughened Glass
• 3 Year Parts & Labour Warranty

LANLEDBD60010 600MM 10W
$29.00 EX GST $31.90 INC GST
LANLEDBD60020 600MM 20W
$39.00 EX GST $42.90 INC GST

LANLEDBD120020 1200MM 20W
$41.00 EX GST $45.10 INC GST
LANLEDBD120040 1200MM 40W
$56.00 EX GST $61.60 INC GST

• Brand new lower profile LED
• Energy efficient
• Heavy duty powder coated body
• Large 30AMP terminals
• Available in 10W and 20W

LED FLOODLIGHT PIR

FROM

$

29.00
ex gst

31.90

$

ALXLEDIFLOOD20WS

INC gst

• 20W with PIR Sensor
• 4000K Cool White LED

• Single and Double

$

85

.00
ex gst

• IP65 Weather Resistant

93.50

$

INC gst

• Toughened Glass
• 3 Year parts & labour Warranty
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CONGRATULATIONS GRAHAM TOMS
Like all businesses, Auslec/L&H relies heavily on
the quality and expertise of its people to succeed.
Acknowledging and rewarding high achievers
culminates each year with the Auslec/L&H Branch
Manager of the Year (BMOTY) awards.
The 2017 BMOTY’s were recently announced at a gala
event held on the Gold Coast where Auslec/L&H staff
from around the country attended to congratulate
and support their peers.
State winners were selected based on a broad criteria
including Sales Growth, Inventory Management,
People Matters and Safety Performance.
BRANCH MANAGER STATE AWARDS WINNERS:
WA: James Shepherd, Auslec Welshpool

Olex. Ellen Muller, L&H Caboolture, Best Manager
Supplier Support, sponsored by Gerard Lighting.
Auslec/L&H CEO Ross Swepson said he was
exceptionally proud of all staff in the way they
represent the business. “We are continually looking
at ways to innovate and improve our offering to
customers and I couldn’t wish to work with a better
group of industry professionals”, said Ross as he
made a special mention of Ben Jackson from L&H
Alexandria in NSW in taking out the 2017 CEO Award.

Graham – a crowd favorite – epitomised all
the attributes of a worthy winner said Ross by
professionally and successfully running his Pambula
branch with his enthusiastic team throughout 2017.
Congratulations Graham on winning the 2017 Auslec/
L&H Branch Manager of the Year!

In a very hotly contested race for the 2017 Branch
Manager of the Year award, Ross congratulated all
Branch Manager’s for their professionalism and
efforts whilst making special mentions of the five
State BMOTY winners.

SA/NT: Paddy Coffey, L&H Alice Springs
VIC/TAS: Patrick Dowling, L&H Moorabbin
NSW/ACT: Graham Toms, L&H Pambula
QLD: Tim Campbell, L&H Capalaba
A new award was initiated in 2017 to reflect the
changing nature of business. Best Digital Branch
Manager – which was proudly sponsored by
Schneider Electric – was won by Graham Toms from
L&H Pambula in NSW.
Other Supplier sponsored award winners were:
Paddy Coffey, Best New Branch Manager, L&H Alice
Springs, sponsored by Philips. Shaun Hansen, Auslec
Wingfield, Best Turn Around Manager, sponsored by
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Graham Toms from L&H Pambula is congratulated by Auslec/L&H
CEO Ross Swepson (left) and Taco van Vroonhoven, President of
Sonepar Pacific (right).
Ben Jackson from L&H Alexandria proudly displays his CEO Award.

But as is the case with the BMOTY’s, there can only be
one overall winner and that accolade was bestowed
upon Graham Toms from L&H Pambula.

PIR SENSOR
CLI753CF1

• Small, attractive flush sensor with unobtrusive
design
• 4A max output
• Sensing range of 3.5m radius, up to 7m if tilted
• Quick and easy settings for lux level and time on
both outputs

112.43

$

• Gimbled head for range adjustment and easy
access to trim pots

123.67

$

INC gst

ex gst

TIME DELAY SWITCH
CLI41E6PBT3SBM-VW

DOWNLIGHT

• Delay timer, 1 second to 24 hour time delay
(1 sec resolution)
• Configurable LED Indicator

CLITPDL1C1

• Available in 9W >700lm versions
• Colour switchable output 3000K/4000K/6000K
• 90mm cutout
• Twist lockable changeable trim

23

.82

• ControlLink for multi-way triggering
• 6AX rated 240V latching relay contact (3 wire design)

• IP44 rated

$

• Configure from on-board menu via push button or
using Wiser Room smartphone App

26.20

$

INC gst

ex gst

• Comes with Vivid White (VW) push button assembly
• Fan run-on timer feature
• Installer restore feature (within Wiser Room App)
• Additional colour options through optional parts packs

122.32

$

134.55

$

INC gst

ex gst

PIR MOTION SENSOR
WITH LOAD OUTPUT
CLI41EPIRM-TN

• Motion activated switch mech with direct load control
• Simple configuration with front facing user adjustable
light level and timer settings

124.26

$

ex gst

136.69

$

INC gst

WISER PUSH-BUTTON
LED DIMMER
WISER EM5 KIT
ENERGY METER

CLI41EPBDWCLM-VW

• Smart device app control & configuration with Bluetooth
• Superior LED dimming performance
• Timer and scheduling functions

CLIEER71000

• Wiser Link EM5 is an energy meter with local
display for instantaneous consumption and
connection for 5 CT’s

303.33

$

ex gst

333.66

$

INC gst

• Measure and display four different loads or
areas of the home

• Multiway dimming with ControlLink

139.86

$

ex gst

153.85

$

INC gst

• Free App on Google Play and Apple Store
to display total electricity consumption, 4
separate loads, history and trends

THE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
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Integrated Energy Management Solution
With easy retro-fit solutions and exclusive quick connect plug and play systems,
taking that first step to achieving energy efficiency improvements has never been
easier. An exclusive and comprehensive range of current transformers, energy meters
and gateway solutions combined with a scalable architecture, provides a complete
energy management system capable of delivering real value and improvement.

Energy
Management
Software
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Energy, Multi-function and
Power Quality Analysers

Gateway solutions with
embedded web-server
NWHSLHECONAPRJUN_50118_02/17

Current Transformers
and Transducers
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For more information on energy management field devices contact your local L&H and Auslec branches
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—
New solar inverter series UNO-DM-PLUS
Efficient. Connected. Smart.

With the new line of residential inverters, UNO-DM-PLUS, the energy of the sun becomes
everything you need at home, every day and without losses.
Easy to install, simple to maintain and always connected, the UNO-DM-PLUS inverters,
available in power ratings from 1.2 to 6.0 kW, are a new energy that becomes true.
www.abb.com/solarinverters

CHECK IN
BRANCH FOR
PRICING!

TEST & MEASUREMENT
ELECTRICAL TEST KIT
EAT614YAK

• Includes 1009 Digital Multimeter
• 2046R AC/DC Clamp Meter
• KT170-AU Voltage Indicator
• Bonus solar speakers included

$
PHASE ROTATION TESTER

587.00
ex gst

645.70

$

INC gst

KYO8031F

• Fused test leads

FORK CURRENT TESTER

• No exposed metal parts
• Bright rotating disk and lamps for clarity
• Wide range of 3-phase from 110V to 600V

$

201

.00

221

• True RMS for Accuracy

.10

$

ex gst

KYO2300R-PM

• Non Contact Voltage

INC gst

• AC/DC Current Measurement ideal for use in
crowded connection boxes where space is too
limited to clamp with traditional clamp meters

$

AC/DC CLAMP METER

253.00

278.30

$

INC gst

ex gst

KEW2056R

• True RMS, CAT IV 600V
• 1000A

MULTI FUNCTION TESTER

• Non Contact Voltage
• AC/DC Current, AC/DC Voltage
• Resistance, Continuity Buzzer, Frequency,
Capacitance and Diode test

$

327.00
ex gst

359

$

KYO6011A-PM

• 5 in 1 Multi Function tester with…
• Continuity (20/200/2000Ohm)

.70

• Insulation (250/500/1000V)

INC gst

1190

$

.00

ex gst

1309

$

.00

INC gst

• Loop (20/200/2000Ohm)
• RCD Test (10/30/100/300/500/1000mA)
• Prospective Short Circuit Current (PSC
200/2000/20,000A)

TRUE RMS DIGITAL
MULTIMETER

VOLTAGE INDICATOR

EAT1021R

EATKT170-AU

• True RMS measurement for increased
accuracy

• Tests 0 - 690V
• LED and Buzzer

• The perfect tool for working on Distribution
Boards

• Phase Rotation Indicator

• AC/DC Voltage and Current

• Single Pole Phase Indicator

• Resistance, Continuity, Diode, Capacitance,
Frequency and Duty Cycle Measurements

• Continuity test and Auto On/Off

132.00

$

ex gst

145.20

$

INC gst

• Live Circuit Warning LED

$

75.00
ex gst

$

82.50

INC gst
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LOVING PRODUCTS AN
Designed for the contr
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for ease of installat
Long life
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Low maintenance costs
Reduced power
ents
Lightweight
No costly lamp replacem
up
Instant start, no warm

CROMPTON
HORNET 20W
»
»
»
»

GTSCFL20840

»
»

GST $73.00

GTSSHADOW10BK
GTSSHADOW20BK
GTSSHADOW30BK

CROMPTON
FORCE FLOODS

+ GST $80.30

Adjustable head 300° horizontal, 200° vertical with flexibility
to direct the light (up/down/sideways)
Slim and compact, designed to disappear when mounted
under the eave
Retro-fit accessory included for easy installation onto existing
floodlight mounting points
Integrated driver and LED modules

PIERLITE SHADOW
FLOODLIGHT
»
»
»
»

Ex

»
»
»
»

GST $30.00 + GST $33.00
GST $48.00 + GST $52.80
Ex
GST $57.00 + GST $62.70
Ex

Ex

GST $ 15.00

+ GST $16.50

Ex

GST $ 39.00

+ GST $42.90

Sleek and compact LED floodlight
Integrated driver and LED modules for optimum performance
and robustness
IP65, 4000K. 1600lm - 4000lm, 25000 hours, Non Dimm,
2 year warranty
Wall and ceiling mount installation with trunnion arm

MAXI MASTER LED
FLOODLIGHT GEN II

Ex

Available in 10w (800lm), 20w (1560lm) and 30w (2700lm)
Toughened 4mm glass with frosted inner for glare control
IP65 ingress protection
Black powder coated die-cast aluminium body with excellent
heat sinking capability
3 year warranty
IP65, Ta40, AS/NZSCISPR15, AS/NZS 60598

GTSCFLF20
GTSCFLF50

»
»
»
»
»
»

GTSMML100S
GTSMML200S
GTSMML300S

GST $249.00 + GST $273.90
GST $459.00 + GST $504.90
Ex
GST $749.00 + GST $823.90
Ex
Ex

Energy efficient LED floodlight with lower running costs
Weather protection IP65
Diecast aluminium body powder coated black
Lightweight for easy installation
Slimline compact design, suitable for a variety of applications
High lumen output, fewer luminaires required with
symmetrical distribution

OLEX-TPS NOW COMES WITH

ACTIVE-IDTM

WHAT IS ACTIVE-IDTM?
We have introduced ACTIVE-IDTM red dotted lines to OLEX-TPS 1.5mm2 2C+E (Black &
Red cores + Earth)

HOW DOES IT HELP?
• Save time - easy identification of the active core
• Eliminates the need for stripping when working with quick connect sockets
• Compatible with all quick connect sockets
AVAILABLE NOW AT YOUR LOCAL AUSLEC/L&H BRANCH NATIONWIDE
PHONE 1300 CABLES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Cool ECO Gadgets!
AMBI CLIMATE
This neat little gizmo allows you to sync your home Air
Conditioning with your smartphone so that you can
monitor and control your AC from wherever you are! It
instantly turns your existing infrared remote controlled
AC into a smart operated system via remote access
through Android and iPhone.

ECO KETTLE
The humble kettle is the most used appliance in the family home
being used on average, 4 times a day.
There are various models available. Some are designed to boil only
the exact amount of water required while others are designed with
properties that make the kettle a thermal flask that keeps water
hot for up to 4 hours after it’s been boiled.

SOLAR CHARGER
Certainly not new to the market but Solar Charger’s are the
common sense way to charge a range of electrical devices.
Just leave your Solar Charger in the sun for a few hours
letting the UV sunlight charge the batteries in the charger
and then plug in virtually any device with a USB port and
you’re charging for free!
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SOLAR BACKPACK
No one wants to be without their devices these days – even if
we’re supposed to be ‘getting away from it all’! Solar backpacks
are a great way to carry your precious gear while at the same time
store energy from the sun’s rays to charge smartphones, cameras
and virtually any USB connected device.

NIGHT LIGHT
The Clipsal Iconic™ Night Walk Sensor light is a skin that
plugs into a twin socket grid and features an integrated
motion sensor that switches on when it sensors
movement. LED’s illuminate the way when someone gets
up at night without the disturbing the slumber of others!

SOLAR COOKER
Portable solar stoves allow you to cook all types of food in the
great outdoors using just the power of the sun! The heat generated
from the sun’s rays onto the cooker’s pan delivers intense heat
with its efficient reflectors so that the snags are sizzling in no
time! No fuel required, no waste generated.
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SAFETY
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER AND NEW TO
AUSLEC/L&H!
AVAILABLE IN
SELECTED BRANCHES
ONLY.

PRISM SAFETY GLASSES

• Fully reclyclable
• Anti scratch and fog & coating
• Medium impact
• Clear & Smoke

EACH

ex gst

PAGE 30

RUSH PLUS SAFETY GLASSES

• Half frame dual lens design

BOL1662301 - CLEAR
BOL1662302 - SMOKE

• Anti-static

12.05

$

INC gst

• Comfortable, rubber, non-slip nose bridge and
TIPGRIP temples

• Sport design with co-injected, untra-flex, two
colour temples

• Bolle Anti Fog/Scratch Platinum coating

• Adjustable, non-slip nose bridge

• Clear and Smoke

• Bolle Anti Fog/Scratch Platinum coating

• Medium impact

EACH

19.95

$

• Clear and Smoke

• Sporty lightweight and rimless design

10.95

BOL1615501 - CLEAR
BOL1615502 - SMOKE

• Medium impact

BOL1614401 - CLEAR
BOL1614402 - SMOKE

$

CONTOUR SAFETY GLASSES

ex gst

EACH

12.95

$

ex gst

21.95

$

INC gst

14.25

$

INC gst

The new exclusive scratch & fog resistant PLATINUM® coating
guarantees even more safety, reliability and comfort. Wash
resistant (water or soap), this permanent coating applied on both
sides of the lens makes it highly scratch-resistant and delays the
appearance of fogging.

DAYLIGHT HARVEST SENSOR

129.00

$

ex gst

141

$

LGARDLHRV-HMW32S

.90

• Suitable for indoor & outdoor applications
• Weatherproof IP65 housing

INC gst

• Power consumption of <0.5W

129

$

DUKE LED BATTEN

.00
ex gst

141

$

.90

INC gst

• Surface mounted
• Maximum mounting height of 15m

LGARDK404012DP-01

• Suitable for use in offices, hotels, retail,
schools, healthcare, corridors & stairways
• LED replacement for 2 x 36W fluorescent
• Pressed steel housing with high efficiency opal
polycarbonate diffuser
• Centre cable entry/rear access
• High impact rating of IK08

LUSTRE LED OYSTER
LGARLU18CCT3DM-01 18W (LED REPLACEMENT FOR 32W T8)
$64.00 EX GST $70.40 INC GST
LGARLU24CCT3DM-01 24W (LED REPLACEMENT FOR 40W T8)
$69.00 EX GST $75.90 INC GST

FROM

$

64

.00
ex gst

70

$

.40

INC gst

SONIC LED HIGHBAY
LGARSN15050DA-04 150W (LED REPLACEMENT FOR 300W METAL HALIDE)
$229.00 EX GST $251.90 INC GST
LGARSN20050DA-04 200W (LED REPLACEMENT FOR 400W METAL HALIDE)
$249.00 EX GST $273.90 INC GST

• Suitable for use in warehouses, manufacturing plants,
garages, workshops, aircraft hangars, retail superstores,
gymnasiums & sports halls
• Die cast aluminium housing with tempered glass front
providing high impact rating of IK08
• IP65 rated
• Dimmable with most 1-10V systems
• Very high efficacy of 112-132lm/W

• Suitable for use in retail, public buildings, communal areas,
sport centres, stairwells, corridors & walkways

FROM

• Colour temperature selectable: switch on the inside of the
fitting allows selection of 3000K, 4500K or 6500K

$

• Pressed steel base with twist and lock type PMMA diffuser

AUSTRALIA’S LEADING SUPPLIER
OF DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL AND
INDUSTRIAL APPLIANCE SPARE
PARTS & ACCESSORIES.
With over 100,000 parts available along with custom design
and manufacturing solutions, Stokes Appliance Parts is your
go to partner for large-scale industrial applications through
to one off discontinued domestic items.

Just contact your local Auslec/L&H branch for more information.

www.stokesap.com.au

229.00

ex gst

251.90

$

INC gst

NEW

CBI’s Battery Storage MCB Range
Next generation circuit breakers
for battery installations.
80 A, 100 A, 125 A, 150 A, 200 A & 250 A
80 Vdc Circuit Breakers
CBI’s new hydraulic magnetic Battery Storage MCB Range sets a new standard
in renewable energy, ensuring that batteries in the installation are protected and
disconnected in the safest possible manner. The unit contains both poles in the
same box and is available up to a rated current of 250 A.

CBI offer a range of Enclosures, Load Centres & Switchboards for Mining, Commercial & Residental applications

Innovative, Robust, Reliable and Efficient Protection

» Contact your local Auslec/L&H branch for more info » cbi-electric.com.au

HEINEMANN ELECTRIC PTY LTD TRADING AS CBI-ELECTRIC AUSTRALIA

Click through to the dedicated Bucket List website

WWW.LH.COM.AU/BUCKETLIST
to read more about the awesome trips!

POWER SUPPLY

SURGE PROTECTION

WEI1469480000 - 120W 24V 5A
$65.00 EX GST $71.50 INC GST

WEI1352580000 – SINGLE PHASE
$35.00 EX GST $38.50 INC GST

WEI1469490000 – 240W 24V 10A
$110.00 EX GST $121.00 INC GST

WEI1352700000 – THREE PHASE
$95.00 EX GST $104.50 INC GST

• Slim design

• 230/400V rated voltage

• Large temperature range from –25°C to 70°C
• Output voltage can be precisely adjusted via
the multi turn potentiometer on the front
• Remote monitoring via integrated status relay
• Tri-coloured LED indicators for simple error
detection

FROM

$

65.00

$

71.50

• AS/NZS 1768:2007 compliant

FROM

$

35.00

38.50

$

INC gst

ex gst

• Advanced visual warning at 90% rated output
current

INC gst

ex gst

• Pluggable replacement arrestor

FERRULE CRIMPER
WEI9006120000

• For insulated connectors & lugs 0.5 to 6mm²
• Release option in case of incorrect operation
• Locator for exact positioning of contacts

189.00

$

STRIPAX STRIPPING TOOL

207.90

$

ex gst

INC gst

WEI9005000000

• Automatic stripping & cutting tool for flexible
cables 0.08 to 10mm²
• Self-adjusting blades won’t damage cable
• Stripping length up to 25mm adjustable by
wire stop
• Removable handle for different size hands and
ergonomics

$

89

.00
ex gst

$

ROTO TOOL

97.90
INC gst

WEI9014350000

• For ferrules with or without plastic collars
• Rotatable crimp die for ferrule insertion
from the side or the front

COMBI CHECK

$

70.00
ex gst

WEI9918860000

77.00

$

INC gst

• Voltage indication - 6V, 12V, 24V,
50V,120V, 230V, 400, 690, AC/DC
• Polarity indication & phase testing

• For cable sizes 0.14mm² to 6mm² in 1
crimp die
• Ratchet with automatic releaser

185.00

$

ex gst

203.50

$

INC gst

• One hand operation possible
• Protected test probes
• Illuminated measuring probes
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THE NEW BENCHMARK IN LED

SPORTS AND AREA LIGHTING

1200W 4 Module System
600W 2 Module System

300W/200W 1 Module System

SPORTS
FIELDS

TENNIS AND
NETBALL
COURTS

DOCKS AND
CONTAINER
TERMINALS

TRANSIT
HUBS

AIRPORT
APRONS

Sylvania is a registered trademark of
Gerard Lighting Pty Ltd ©Copyright Sylvania 2018

gerardlighting.com.au

FROM

18.00

$

19.80

$

INC gst

ex gst

PILOT LAMP

SURFACE SOCKET OUTLET

ABBCL2-523C CLEAR
ABBCL2-523G GREEN
ABBCL2-523L BLUE

ABBCL2-523R RED
ABBCL2-523Y YELLOW

ABBWSO110 SINGLE $18.00 EX GST $19.80 INC GST
ABBWSO210 DOUBLE $22.00 EX GST $24.20 INC GST

• 230V AC
• Suitable in the toughest environments IP 66, 67 & 69K
• Wiping action gives high performance with low energies

• 10A
• IP66 rated
• Modern design

• UL/NEMA Type 1, 3R, 4, 4X, 12, 13

EACH

$

44.81

49.29

$

INC gst

ex gst

COMPACT PUSH BUTTON
ABBCP110R-01 RED $21.27 EX GST $23.40 INC GST
ABBCP110G-10 GREEN $21.00 EX GST $23.10 INC GST

• Suitable in the toughest environments IP 66,
67 & 69K
• Wiping action gives high performance with low
energies
• UL/NEMA Type 1, 3R, 4, 4X, 12, 14

$

21.00

23.10

$

INC gst

ex gst

WEATHERPROOF SWITCH
ABBWSW211 1G $12.00 EX GST $13.20 INC GST
ABBWSW221 2G $14.00 EX GST $15.40 INC GST

• 16AX
• IP66 rated
• Modern design

FROM

12.00

$

13.20

$

INC gst

ex gst

SINGLE POLE RCBO

RCBO

ABBDSN201C6 6A $43.30 EX GST $47.63 INC GST
ABBDSN201C10 10A $43.30 EX GST $47.63 INC GST
ABBDSN201C16 16A $43.30 EX GST $47.63 INC GST
ABBDSN201C20 20A $43.30 EX GST $47.63 INC GST
ABBDSN201C25 25A $44.81 EX GST $49.29 INC GST

• For DIN rail mounting
• Supply can be connected at the top or bottom
of the RCBO ensuring maximum flexibility
during installation
• Accepts accessories where required if interface
module type SN201-IH is used

• For DIN rail or chassis mounting
• Real contact position indicator on toggle
• New compact design of only 100mm high allows
more space in DB’s
• Double slot terminals provide more reliable busbar
connections or combined busbar/cable connection

EACH

FROM

43

$

ABBDSE201C10AC30 10A
ABBDSE201C16AC30 16A
ABBDSE201C25AC30 25A

.30

ex gst

47.63

$

INC gst

$

62.73
ex gst

69.00

$

INC gst
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Philips extended
Trade offer
Gentle on your eyes, brighter
for your home

Light your Home smarter

Philips HUE is your personal wireless
lighting that lets you easily control
your light and create the right
ambience for every moment

Reduce your home energy
consumption up to 80% by
switching to LED Lamps
Up to 80%
energy
savings!

Check out the Philips Trade Range

Download
the Philips
Club Blue App!
Keep up to date with
LED technology changes,
promotions, product
trainings and more.

Essential SmartBright
Downlight Gen 3

SmartBright LED
Security Light

SmartBright
Batten IP20

SmartBright
Slim Panel

SmartBright Wide
Waterproof Batten

SmartBright
Bulkhead

Learn more:
www.lighting.philips.com.au/education/lighting-university

WIN 1 OF 5 $50 VOUCHERS

CHILD’S DETAILS
Name

Just submit your work of art via -

Date of Birth

Email: digital@lh.com.au
Facebook: www.facebook.com/pg/lawrenceandhanson/
(search ‘L&H Electrical’)

Parent/Guardian’s details required to participate in prize draw (tick one)
Customer

Supplier

ALH Staff Member

PARENT/GUARDIAN’S DETAILS
Name
Email Address

Family of Staff Member

Competition closes 30th June 2018 and is open to children up to the age of 12.
Winners will be notified by phone or email

Stay on top of it
with PowerTag

Give your business a competitive edge
with PowerTag wireless energy sensors
With PowerTag™, you can add innovation to any project with one simple action. Even in panels
where space is at a premium, you can easily tag circuit breakers to help your customers reduce
costs and improve efficiency.
As a connected product, PowerTag is a key part of EcoStruxure™ Power – Schneider’s
IoT-enabled, open, and interoperable architecture. And a small-but-impressive solution your
customers will appreciate.

Monitor it. Secure it.* Tag it.
schneider-electric.com.au/powertag
* Secure it: As part of the Acti 9 communication system, PowerTag monitors loads and identifies
load imbalances and overload levels before a trip occurs. PowerTag also alerts you to voltage
losses, so you save time recovering your installation in the event of load downtime. An email alert
means you can take preventive action thus avoiding potential downtime.
© 2018 Schneider Electric. All Rights Reserved. Life Is On Schneider Electric is a trademark
and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries and affiliated companies.
998-20200925_AU-GB

